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1. Introduction

Electrostrictive (or piezoelectric) materials such 

as lead zirconate titanate (PZT) and barium 

titanate (BaTiOa) are used as main parts of an 

electroacoustic sensor. Sonar transducer is an 

example of the electroacoustic sensor. The 

performance of any electroacoustic sensor could 

be improved either by using a new sophisticated 

electrostrictive material or by better structural 

design. Especially 나frequency response and the 
directivity pattern of the electroacoustic sensor 

very much depend on the type and dimension of 

the electrostrictive material and any adjacent 

elastic composite material. Therefore much 

research works have been carried out in respect 

of the structural design of the electroacoustic 

sensor. As the structure of 나ye electroacoustic 

sensor necessarily becomes complicated due to 

higher functional performance, numerical analysis 

is more preferred than analytical solution. The 

finite element method (FEM) is perhaps the most 

suitable method for 廿比 structural simulation of 

the electrostrictive material. Also the boundary 

시ement method (BEM) is readily coupled with 
the FEM by which the acoustic field problem of 

the electroacoustic sensor can be solved directly. 

The piezoelectricity of the electrostrictive material 

is mathematically expressed by the pair of 

piezoelectric equations in tensor form；

The index notation is based on cartesian 

co-ordinates： Also equation (1) can be expressed 

in matrix form

m = [ C£][S] - [e] es[E] (2)

[q] 그 [e]1 [S] + [][E]

And equation (3) shows 나忙 details of the matrix 

components of equation (2)：

The stiffness coefficient matrix of equation (3) is 

a general three dimensional matrix form for any 

isotropic, orthotropic and anisotropic material 

property. It should be noticed that most of 

stiffness coefficient matrix, [C], are measured 

with respect of Z-axis reference/poling direction. 

In modelling of the dynamic mechanism of 

orthotropic electrostrictive materials, the local 

co-ordinates of the poling direction 아!。uld be 
clarified. It is very difficult to find any reference 

about the transformation of the local co-ordinates 

for a polarized electrostrictive material in any 

direction. This paper clearly explains about this 

problem with FEM examples.

2. Finite element-boundary element 
modelling

2.1 Piezoelectric matrix equations

Modelling of a electrostrictive transducer in 
this paper is based on a virtual work principle

[1].  The active 싄ectmstrictive material PZT4 is 

polarized with two electrodes. The dynamics of 

the piezoelectricity is assumed to be linear in 

modelling. The set of constitutive laws which 

govern the electrostrictive transduction prcxess 

can be modelled three-dimensionally by the pair 

of piezoelectric equations applied to a single point 

in the bounded electrostrictive continua in tensor 

form as 아】own in equation (1). The principle of 

the FEM is that the variables in the piezoelectric 

equations at a point within an element is 

approximated throughout the element by 

interpolation between nodal values；

[w] 즈and =[N^][<i>] (4)

where [ u] is a 3x1 displacement vector, [ a] is 

거 60x1 nodal displacement vector, is an 

electric potential scalar, [©] is a 20x1 nodal 

electric potential vector. [MJ and [/V」are 

interpolation (shape) functions with respect of 

displacement and electric potential nodal vectors 

respectively.The elasticity of the electrostrictive 

material obeys 나紀 Newton's law while the 

이ectHcity of 廿比 이eciric fi이d obeys 나le Poisson's 
law.

Newton's law [S] = U為][u] (5a)

Poisson's law = -[시 (5b)
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When equation (4) is applied to equation (5)；

[S] = [£>„][«] 스[Z為][N“][a] 三[庆恥] (6a)

[E] =—[Z為]zq 室一[시[MH。】 三—(6b) 

The piezoelectric equations are partial differential 

equations and their solution is therefore derived 

as an integral matrix formulation with boundary 

conditions. Since the basis of FEM is a direct 

integration process at the level of finitely 

discretized elements, the piezoelectric equations 

are transformed to an integral form by means of 

various techniques such as the virtual work 

method, the variational method and the weighted 

residual method [1]. When some external energy 

such as mechanical force and/or electrical current 

is imposed on the electrostrictive transducer, the 

applied energy is absorbed throughout the 

transducer and is transformed into another form. 

This relationship can be expressed in an 

elemental matrix form as only one element is 

considered according to the virtual work principle

[2]：

[乩]IF] = Jj<5S] I 71 dV+ f J 8u]'成 u]dV(7a) 

[初'[Q]= fpE]' [q\dV (7b)

where [F] is an external force vector and [Q] is 

an applied charge vector on elemental nodes and 

p is the density of the material. If equation (2) 

and equation (6) are applied to equation (7a),

[&z]' [F]= ^8S\l [T\dV+ fpu]' P [ i]dV 

mJJjS]' [C][S]dV- J卩S]' [e\{E\dV+

JJM' [NJ，。[N„][aW

스 JJ&z]' LDJ [C^Ds][a]dV- [%】' ⑻ 

[e\[E\dV 一温JJs，[N„]' p [N„][a]dV 

M JJ&z]' [Z)s]' tC}[Ds][a]dV+ JJ&z]' LDs〕' 

[^[DMdV-^ ^8a\' [N“]' p [N,^a]dV

Equation (8) is re-written without as

follows

[F] 스 丄1喝腥] [£』邳可

顶卬是,]，p [a] (9)

Also when equation (2) and equation (6) are 

applied to equation (7b),

[屛]'[0= Jv[5El，[q]dV

=f 一[溯]'[De]' [q]dV 
J V J

=J厂[枷'[De], [e]'[S]dl/ + (10)

Jv-[50]z [DeY [£][E]dV

兰丄一[枷'[喝‘ [e]'[Ds][a]dV +

Jj枷'[^[DE][<p]dV

The last expression of equation U0) is re-written 

without [ 50]1 ；

-[Q] 스 ^De\' le\'[Ds\dV[a} + ⑴)

J厂[Q』[e][Z""[°]

The pairs of equation (9) and equation (11) are 

defined as piezoelectric matrix equations and is 

given as short form as follows.

[F] = [KuuJLa] - c^[M][a] + [K W<P][ (P] 

-IQ] = [K 血恥+ [K^】[0 (12)

The volume integration of the piezoelectric matrix 

equations is done in local coordinates by 

three-dimensional Gauss-qadrature formula [2]* 

[Kuu]= 丄;[Qs] t CE][ DsWa\d&切宓

[ K “打 = 丄； Ds] t e][£』|꺼d的#

gj = £7 £7 J：] De\ 1 e] t DsWa炭d宓 

W—匚匚丄；[庭"邛加|用d物#

[M] = £7 꺼d角为此 (13) 

where £ 〃，了 are local cartesian coordinates and

Jacobian matrix [Ja] is derived as

抑 
荧

3N2 
关・

dir
.参

X1 J

[Ja]= 抑
g *

♦ • .

拼 孙尸

ar .x" yn 2m

(14)

where W=20 for each element and N is a

quadratic three-dimensional isoparametric shape 

function.

2.2 Transformation of local co-ordinates for 

diffemet poling directions

Two different types of local co-ordinates' 

transformation should be considered when the 

polarizing direction is concerned. One is due to 

the physical change of the poling direction from 

Z-axis to any direction in 3 dimensional axes. 

The other is related with geometric rotation. Fig. 

2 shows a typical variation of the poling direction 

such as from Z-axis to radial axis.
X
수AIM ralliaa IMrwIlM N，

y,

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 (a) Change of poling direction from Z-axis 

to radial axis, (b) Changed local co-ordinates 

(x/,y/.z,) from initial global cartesian co-ordinates 

(x,y.z)

Fig. 2 (b) shows the changed local co-ordinates 

(X1, \\ z‘) from the initial global cartesian 

co-ordinates (x. y, z). In figure 2 ib) Z'—axis 

indicates the new poling direction rotated from 

the original Z-axis. According 【()the tensor 

theory applied to the pair of piezoelectric 

equations, the coefficient mairicrs m 니 si be
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changed when the poling direction is varied.

where the 

transformed

primed variables represent newly 

variables in poling direction. 亦 is

defined as cos (0 由3) in which 0 k i is the angle 

in radian between the xj axis and the Xj axis.

Fig. 3 A point (x,y,z) indicating a new poling 

direction and its angle ($ , 0)

In order to calculate tramsformed coefficient 

matrices according to the poling direction by 

amount of 3,0) as shown in figure 4, two 

matrices, [Mi] and [M2], are firstly calculated.

cos (^) cos (^) cos(^) sin(^) — sin(0)
[M^ = —sin(0) cos(0) 0

sin(^) cos(^) sin(^)sin(^) cos(^)

an 如 13
= ^21 a22 “23

知 a32 “33

(17)

an a 12 么3

V a]} + an + a?3 V亦+岛+ ^13 V «11 +(212 + ^13

[A/2]= a2l “22 a23

\! <121 + fl22 + a23 V ah + && + 我 \ <221 + 後 + 活3

a3l 处2 。33

\ £731 +。32 + a33
\ ^31 + + *3 \ aj] + 爲2 + 成

(18)

[Mi] matrix is 3x3 6 k l of equation (16) for each 

different k and i and [M2] matrix is 3x3 

cos(n」). Then transformed coefficient matrices

of equation (16) are calculated as follows；

= 芒厂으堕灵즈 쓰쓰C "'刀 5 dxk dx, dx: dxf

=冬冬，冬寄侦"用2("

CE(g(k, D,g(加，为))

(XV6 , 1MW6 ) (19)

，/ -、 g g

=玄玄史 m,(、")mE")
«= 1 7= 1 m= 1

M2{j, m)e(g(k. /). m)

(1M&6 , 1JM)

,/ . 、 s a*# a*伽

(20)

(1MzM3 , (21)

Examples are shown below. Table 1 shows the 

contents of the coefficient matrices of equation

(3).  The properties are a standard PZT4 material 

with Z-axis poling. Table 2 and Table 3 show 

the contents of the coefficient matrices for 

X-axis and Y-axis idling directions respectively. 

Also Table 4 and Table 5 show those for 

XY-axis (1,1,0) and XYZ-axis (1,1,1) poling 

directions respectively.

Table 1 Standard material properties of PZT4 

with Z-axis poling.

Table 2 Transformed material properties of PZT4

13.9E+10 7.78E+10 7.43E+10 0 0 0

7.78E+10 13.9E+10 7.43E+10 0 0 0

7.43E+10 7.43E+10 11.5E+10 0 0 0

0 0 0 2.56E+10 0 0

0 0 0 0 2.56E+10 0

0 0 0 0 0 3.06E+10

0 0 0 0 12.7 0

0 0 0 12.7 0 0

-5.2 -5.2 15.1 0 0 0

0.648E-8 0 0

0 0.648E-8 0

0 0 0.562E-8

with X-axiS poling.

11.5E+10 7.43E+10 7.43E+10 0 0 0

7.43E+10 13.9E+10 7.78E+10 0 0 0

7.43E+10 7.78E+10 13.9E+10 0 0 0

0 0 0 3.(肉E+10 0 0

0 0 0 0 2.56E+10 0

0 0 0 0 0 2.56E+10

-15.1 5.2 5.2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 -12.7

0 0 0 0 -12.7 ! 0

0.562E-8 0 0
0 0.646E-8 0
0 一 0 0.646E-8

Table 3 Transformed material properties of PZT4

.with Y-axis poling.

13.9E+1 이 7.43E+10 7.78E+10 0 0 ' 0

7.43E+10 11.5EH0 7.43E+10 0 0 ■ 0

7.78E+K 7.43E+10 13.9E+10 0 0 0

0 0 0 2.56E+10 0 0

0 0 0 0 3.06ET 이 0

0 0 0 0 °一 2.56ET0

0 0 0 0 0 12.7

-5.2 15.1 -5.2 0 0 0

0 0 0 12.7 0 0

0.648E-8 0 0
0 0.562E-8 0
0 0 0.562E-8
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Table 4 Transformed material properties of PZT4 

with XYZ-axis (1, 1, 1) poling.

13.0E+10 7.58E+10 7.58E+10 -8.33E+8 4.17E+9 4.17E+9

7.58E+10 13.0E+10 7.58E+10 -4.17E+9 8.33E+8 4.17E+9

7.58E+10 7.58E+10 13.0E+10 -4.17E+9 4.17E+9 8.33E+8

-8.33E+8 -4.17E+9 -4.17E+9 2.76E+10 1.33E+9 1.33E+9

4.17E+9 8.33E+8 4.17E+9 1.33E+9 2.76E+10 -1.33E+9

4.17E+9 4.17E+9 8.33E+8 1.33E+9 -1.33E+9 2.76E+10

-10.7 4.0 4.0 1 6.4 6.4

-4.0 10.7 -4.0 6.4 1 -6.4

-4Z.0 -4.0 10.7 6.4 -6.4 1

0.648E-8 0.280E-9 0.280E-9
0.280E-9 0.618E-8 -0.28E-9
0.280E-9 -0.28E-9 0.618E-8

2.3 Transformation of local co-ordinates for 

diffemet geometric rotations

Another type of local coordinates transformation 

is related with the geometric rotation of the 

poling direction. It means that the material 

property of PZT4 is not changed but the 

structure of the electrostrictive material 

geometrically rotated. Then special care must 

taken into account in programming. First of 

the jacobian matrix of equation (14) should 

transformed like

[用=[初[泌]‘ (22)

For the present 20 nodes' quadratic element, the 

matrix size of [Ky] is 60x60 and that of [Kg] 

is 60x20. [Kuu] can be subdivided into twenty 

3x3 subelements for each local node, and also

[Kg〕 can be subdivided into twenty 3x1 

subelements for each local node. Then i, j) 

is defined as a 3x3 

x i,;) is defined 

[K u^,]. Secondly, equation (13a广(13b) should be 

transformed as follows

% 冬必2(財)佻(丿")~(")， 

(MM3 , 1$V3)

x &)' = £] Mi(財)'*“心)，(MzV3)(23b) 

The idea of the matrix transformation for the 

geometric rotation is based on that the structure 

of the individual finite element is firstly rotated 

to be directed in Z-axis poling and is secondly 

integrated, and then 〔hir 시 y the integrated 

piezoelectric matrices are re-rotated back to its 

initial global position.

is 

be 

all, 

be

of [Kuu\ and 

subelement of

subelement

as a 3x1

x皿

(23a)

［刊=［矿皿］［&］+ — a『以侦勿4-

［，。/次［乙］(/逾-】濟］言］ (31)

3. Results and Discussion

In section 2.2 the transformation of local 

co-ordinates for diffemet poling directions was 

examined. In this section the transformation of 

local co-ordinates for diffemet geometric rotations 

will be examined with a particular example. Fig. 

5 shows two mixed blocks of iron and PZT4 

materials with Z-axis poling direction (a) and 

with circumferential poling direction (b). Their 

poling directions of PZT4 are different because of 

geometric rotation, but both block models are the 

same in fact in their dimensions. Local cartesian 

co-ordinates (x,y,z) have to be transformed in 

order to fit their corresponding poling directions. 

Each block is composed of 8 elements (4 for iron, 

4 for PZT4). Fig. 6 아lows the electroding of 

positive and negative(ground) electrodes. One 

electrode is allocated with different weights of 

electric charges (Fig. 6 (c)), and the other 

electrode is in grounding condition.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Mixed blocks of iron and PZT4 materials 

with Z-axis poling direction (a) and with 

circumferential poling direction (b).

(a) (b)

Conant riecioor-g

Fig. 6 Electrical electrodes. One electrode in 

different allocation of electric charges (c) and the 

other electrode in ground condition.

2.4 Boundary Element Method (BEM)

This section is removed for the limit of the page 

numbers

Fig. 7 shows 

amplitudes at a

real parts of 

mid-point of the

displacement 

block model

2.5 Coupled FE-BEM

The coupled FE-BEM is composed of equation 

(13) and fluid loading matrices [11]. The pairs of 

equation (31) are defined as piezoelectric matrix 

equations representing flooded electrostrictive 

sonar transducer'

(Fig. 7 (a)) and imaginary parts of 

amplitudes at a mid-point of the

displacement 

block model

(Fig. 7 (b)) 

'' symbols 

poling block 

indicate the 

block model.

as a function of frequency, 'x' and 

indicate the results of the Z-axis 

model while 'o' and symbols 

results of the circumferential poling 

Both results are perfectly agree each

other.
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Fig. 7 Real parts of displacement amplitudes at a 

mid-point of the block model (a) and imaginary 

parts of displacement amplitudes at a mid-point 

of the block model (b).

Fig. 8 shows real parts of electric potentials at a 

mid-point of the block model (Fig. 8 (a)) and 

imaginary parts of electric potentials at a 

mid-point of the block model (Fig. 8 (b)) as a 

function of frequency, 'x' and ' + ' symbols 

indicate the results of the Z-axis poling block 

model while 'o' and '口' symbols indicate the 

results of the circumferential poling block model. 

The result shows very high potential values 

because the model is driven by big electric

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Real parts of electric potentials at a 

mid-point of the block model (a) and imaginary 

parts of electric potentials at a mid-point of the 

block mod이 (b).

Fig. 9 shows TV묘s at a far field position such 

as (x=0, y=0, z=100m) (Fig. 9 (a)) and TVRs at 

a position (x=100m, y=0, z=0) (Fig. 9 (b)). The 

far field positions for the circumferential poling 

block model, of course, are different according to 

its own geometric rotation.

z=100m) (a) and TVRs at a position (x=100m, 

y=0, z=0) (b).

Fig. 10 shows the beam pattern of the block 

model at 1000 Hz (Fig. 10(a)) and its 

3-dimensional figure (Fig. 10(b)). The scale is in 

dB. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the radiation 

impedance response of the block model sonar 

transducer in water. The figure is shown only 

between 100 Hz and 1000 Hz.

(b) HMbB

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Beam pattern of the block model at 1(X)0 

Hz (a) and its 3-dimensional form (b).

Fig. 11 The radiation impedance response of the 

block model sonar transducer in water.

4. Conclusion

The dynamics of the electrostrictive material, 

PZT4, was simulated by the coupled FE-BE 

method. Two different types of local 

co-ordinates' transformation was considered when 

the polarizing direction was concerned. One is 

due to the physical change of the poling direction 

from Z-axis to any direction in 3 dimensional 

axes. The other is related with geometric 

rotation. Both of local co-ordinates* 

transformation were examined with theoretical 

derivation and comparative example results.
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